
Evolutionary Computation: An OverviewThomas B�ackInformatik Centrum DortmundCenter for Applied Systems Analysis (Casa)Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 20D{44227 Dortmund, Germany Hans-Paul SchwefelUniversit�at DortmundFachbereich InformatikLehrstuhl f�ur SystemanalyseD{44221 Dortmund, GermanyAbstract| In this paper, we present an overview of themost important representatives of algorithms gleaned fromnatural evolution, so-called evolutionary algorithms. Evol-ution strategies, evolutionary programming, and genetic al-gorithms are summarized, with special emphasis on theprinciple of strategy parameter self-adaptation utilized bythe �rst two algorithms to learn their own strategy paramet-ers such as mutation variances and covariances. Some exper-imental results are presented which demonstrate the work-ing principle and robustness of the self-adaptation methodsused in evolution strategies and evolutionary programming.General principles of evolutionary algorithms are dis-cussed, and we identify certain properties of natural evolu-tion which might help to improve the problem solving cap-abilities of evolutionary algorithms even further.I. Evolutionary Computation and OptimizationMore than 30 years ago, a number of innovative re-searchers at di�erent places in the US and Europe inde-pendently came up with the idea of mimicking mechan-isms of biological evolution in order to develop powerfulalgorithms for problems of adaptation and optimization.Since many optimal structures like the shape of birds'wings or the branching structure of blood vessels haveemerged through biological evolution, the idea to utilizethe underlying mechanism for the solution of optimizationproblems has motivated a considerable amount of research,resulting in several approaches that have proven their ef-fectiveness and robustness in a variety of applications (seee.g. the bibliography on evolutionary algorithms collectedby Alander [1]). Typically, an optimization applicationrequires �nding a setting ~x = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 M of freeparameters of the system under consideration, such that acertain quality criterion f : M ! IR (typically called theobjective function) is maximized (or, equivalently, minim-ized): f(~x)! max : (1)The objective function might be given by real-world sys-tems of arbitrary complexity (e.g., a reactor for biochem-ical processes [21] or a two-phase nozzle [32]), by simula-tion models implemented on a computer (e.g., a nuclearreactor simulation [6]), or it might be given by an analyt-ical expression. Typically, a solution to the global optim-ization problem (1) requires �nding a vector ~x� such that8~x 2 M : f(~x) � f(~x�) = f�. Characteristics such asmultimodality , i.e., the existence of local maxima ~x0 with9" > 0 : 8~x 2M : k~x� ~x0k < " ) f(~x) � f(~x0) (2)(for the case M � IRn), constraints, i.e., restrictions on thesetM � M1�: : :�Mn by functions gj :M1�: : :�Mn ! IR

such that the set of feasible solutions is only a subset of thedomain of the variables:M = f~x 2M1 � : : :�Mn j gj(~x) � 0 8jg ; (3)and others such as large dimensionality of the problem,strong nonlinearities, non-di�erentiability, noisy and time-varying objective function values require the search for ro-bust global optimization methods which are still applic-able and yield useful results when traditional methods fail.Even if the general global optimization problem is unsolv-able (see [59], p. 6), the identi�cation of an improvementof the actual best solution by optimization is often alreadya big success for practical problems, and in many casesevolutionary algorithms provide an e�cient and e�ectivemethod to achieve this.The three mainstream methods of evolutionary compu-tation which have been established over the past thirtyyears are genetic algorithms, developed by Holland at AnnArbor, MI [24; 26; 27], evolutionary programming , de-veloped by Fogel at San Diego, CA [18; 19], and evolu-tion strategies, developed by Rechenberg and Schwefel atBerlin, Germany [41; 42; 43; 52; 54; 56]. State-of-the-artoverviews of the �eld of evolutionary computation are alsogiven by Fogel [16] and B�ack [5]. These algorithms wereall developed for applications where analytical information(like derivatives) is not available and the problem has acertain minimal complexity. They are most often asso-ciated with binary search spaces M = f0; 1gn in case ofgenetic algorithms and real-valued search spaces M = IRnin case of evolution strategies, although genetic algorithmsare also used for real-valued and permutation spaces, andevolution strategies and evolutionary programming wereoriginally applied to discrete optimization problems. Thesearch spaces and the corresponding algorithmic variantsare discussed in more detail in sections II and III of thisarticle.All algorithms rely on the concept of a population ofindividuals (representing potential solutions to a given op-timization problem), which undergo probabilistic operatorssuch as mutation, selection, and (sometimes) recombina-tion to evolve towards increasingly better �tness values ofindividuals. The �tness of an individual reects its object-ive function value with respect to a particular objectivefunction to be optimized. The mutation operator intro-duces innovation into the population by generating vari-ations of individuals, and the recombination operator typ-ically performs an information exchange between di�erent



individuals from a population. The selection operator im-poses a driving force on the process of evolution by prefer-ring better individuals to survive and reproduce when themembers of generation t+1 are selected. The main loop ofthe algorithm, consisting of recombination, mutation, �t-ness evalution, and selection, is iterated for a number ofgenerations until the computing time is exhausted, a suf-�ciently good performing solution is found, or some othertermination criterion is ful�lled.The following pseudocode algorithm summarizes the ma-jor components of an evolutionary algorithm:Algorithm 1t := 0;initialize P (t);evaluate P (t);while not terminate doP 0(t) := recombine P (t);P 00(t) := mutate P 0(t);evaluate P 00(t);P (t+ 1) := select (P 00(t) [Q);t := t+ 1;odIn this algorithm, P (t) denotes a population of � indi-viduals at generation t. Q is a special set of individuals thathas to be considered for selection, e.g. Q = P (t). An o�-spring population P 00(t) of size � � � is generated by meansof (recombination and) mutation from the population P (t),the o�spring individuals are evaluated by calculating theobjective function values f(~xk) for each of the solutions ~xkrepresented by individuals in P 00(t), and selection based onthe �tness values is performed to drive the process towardsbetter solutions. The next two sections of this article givean overview of the instantiations of this general outline ofan evolutionary algorithm that yield an evolution strategyand evolutionary programming algorithm (section II) anda genetic algorithm (section III). In section IV, we men-tion some other representatives of evolutionary algorithms,which can be characterized in a broader sense according tothe underlying search spaces, and section V presents someconcluding remarks.II. ESs and EP for Continuous SpacesAlthough they have not been originally de�ned for suchproblems, evolution strategies and evolutionary program-ming are presently most widely used for continuous para-meter optimization problems of the general formf :M � IRn ! IR : (4)We introduce evolution strategies �rst (section II.A),already explaining some of the relationships of this al-gorithm to evolutionary programming (section II.B).A. Evolution StrategiesEvolution strategies are a development of Rechenbergand Schwefel, who started working in this �eld in the 1960sat the Technical University of Berlin, Germany, with �rst

applications in experimental optimization applied to hy-drodynamical problems like shape optimization of a bendedpipe [36], drag minimization of a joint plate [41], and struc-ture optimization of a two-phase ashing nozzle [53]. Inthe mid-sixties, Schwefel also implemented the �rst ver-sion of a two membered evolution strategy on a computer,using a continuous representation and a mutation operatorbased on normally distributed modi�cations with expect-ation zero and given variance [52]. The two memberedstrategy works by creating an n-dimensional vector of ob-ject variables from its parent by applying mutation withidentical standard deviation to each object variable, andthe better of the ancestor and its descendant is selectedto survive for the next generation, while the other one isdiscarded. This simple selection mechanism is typicallycharacterized by the term (1+1)-selection. Obviously, thissimple strategy does not work with a population of indi-viduals, but rather has some similarity to simulated an-nealing [45].A �rst population-based, multimembered evolutionstrategy or (� + 1)-strategy was designed by Rechenbergto introduce a recombination operator, allowing the � > 1parent individuals to form one o�spring by recombina-tion and mutation. The o�spring eventually replaces theworst parent individual, if it performs better than that.This selection by extinction of the worst is comparable tothe steady-state selection scheme introduced to genetic al-gorithms by Whitley [60; 30]. The (� + 1)-strategy wasnever widely used, however, because it does not provide areasonable way to control the standard deviation of muta-tions like the 1/5-success rule in case of the (1+1)-strategydoes [42].This problem is solved in an elegant way by the (�; �)-strategy as introduced by Schwefel [54; 55; 56], which rep-resents the state-of-the-art and uses both a parent andan o�spring population of sizes � > � � 1. The nota-tion (�; �) indicates that � parents create � o�spring bymeans of recombination and mutation, and the best � o�-spring individuals are deterministically selected to replacethe parents. Notice that this mechanism allows that thebest member of the population at generation t + 1 mightperform worse than the best individual at generation t, i.e.,the method is not elitist , thus facilitating the strategy toaccept temporary deteriorations that might help to leavethe region of attraction of a local optimum and reach abetter optimum. In contrast, the (� + �)-strategy selectsthe � survivors from the union of parents and o�spring,such that a monotonous course of evolution is guaranteed.Due to recommendations by Schwefel, however, the (�; �)-strategy is preferred over the (� + �)-strategy, althoughrecent experimental �ndings seem to indicate that the lat-ter performs as well as the (�; �)-strategy in many practicalcases [23].The individuals in a population of the (�; �)-strategyconsist of the object variables xi 2 IR (1 � i � n) andso-called strategy parameters, i.e., variances and covari-ances of a generalized n-dimensional normal distributionfor mutation. Schwefel incorporated these parameters into



the representation of individuals in order to facilitate theevolutionary self-adaptation of these parameters by apply-ing evolutionary operators to the object variables and thestrategy parameters for mutation at the same time, i.e.,searching the space of solutions and strategy parameterstogether. This way, a suitable adjustment and diversity ofmutation parameters should be provided under arbitrarycircumstances.More formally, an individual ~a = (~x; ~�; ~�) consists of upto three components ~x 2 IRn, ~� 2 IRn� , and � 2 [��; �]n�,where n� 2 f1; : : : ; ng and n� 2 f0; (2n�n�) � (n��1)=2g.The mutation operator works by adding a normally distrib-uted random vector ~z � N (~0;C) with expectation vector~0 and covariance matrix C�1, where the covariance mat-rix is described by the mutated strategy parameters of theindividual. Depending on the amount of strategy paramet-ers incorporated into the representation of an individual,the following main variants of self-adaptation can be dis-tinguished:� n� = 1, n� = 0: The standard deviation for all ob-ject variables is identical (�), and all object variablesare mutated by adding normally distributed randomnumbers with�0 = � � exp(�0 �N (0; 1)) (5)x0i = xi + �0 �N (0; 1) ; (6)where �0 / (pn)�1.� n� = n, n� = 0: All object variables have their own,individual standard deviation �i, which determines thecorresponding modi�cation according to�0i = �i � exp(� 0 �N (0; 1) + � �Ni(0; 1)) (7)x0i = xi + �0i �N (0; 1) ; (8)where � 0 / (p2n)�1 and � / (p2pn)�1.� n� = n, n� = n � (n � 1)=2: The vectors ~� and~� represent the complete covariance matrix of then-dimensional normal distribution, where the covari-ances are given by rotation angles describing the co-ordinate rotations necessary to transform an uncorrel-ated mutation vector into a correlated one. The detailsof this mechanism can be found in [5] (pp. 68{71) or[44]. The mutation is performed according to�0i = �i � exp(� 0 �N (0; 1) + � �Ni(0; 1)) (9)�0j = �j + � �Nj(0; 1) (10)~x0 = ~x+ N (~0;C(~�0; ~�0)) (11)where N (~0;C(~�0; ~�0)) denotes the correlated mutationvector and � � 0:0873.� 1 < n� < n: The general case of having neither justone nor the full number of di�erent degrees of freedomavailable is also permitted, and implemented by theagreement to use �n� for mutating all xi where n� �i � n.The settings for the learning rates � , � 0 and �0 are re-commended by Schwefel as reasonable heuristic settings

(see [54], pp. 167{168), but one should have in mind that,depending on the particular topological characteristics ofthe objective function, the optimal setting of these para-meters might di�er from the values proposed. For n� = 1,however, Beyer has recently theoretically shown that, forthe sphere model, the setting �0 / 1=pn is the optimalchoice, maximizing the convergence velocity of the evolu-tion strategy [10].The amount of information included into the individualsby means of the self-adaptation principle increases from thesimple case of one standard deviation up to the order of n2additional parameters, which reects an enormous degreeof freedom for the internal models of the individuals. Thisgrowing degree of freedom often enhances the global searchcapabilities of the algorithm at the cost of the expense incomputation time, and it also reects a shift from the pre-cise adaptation of a few strategy parameters (as in case ofn� = 1) to the exploitation of a large diversity of strategyparameters. In case of correlated mutations, Rudolph hasshown that an approximation of the Hessian could be com-puted with an upper bound of �+� = (n2+3n+4)=2 on thepopulation size, but the typical population sizes � = 15,� = 100, independently of n, are certainly not su�cient toachieve this [44].The choice of a logarithmic normal distribution for themodi�cation of the standard deviations �i is motivated bythe following heuristic arguments (see [54], p. 168):1. A multiplicative process preserves positive values.2. The median should equal one to guarantee that, on av-erage, a multiplication by a certain value occurs withthe same probability as a multiplication by the recip-rocal value (i.e., the process would be neutral underabsence of selection).3. Small modi�cations should occur more often thanlarge ones.The e�ectiveness of this multiplicative logarithmic nor-mal modi�cation is presently also acknowledged in evolu-tionary programming, since extensive empirical investig-ations indicate some advantage of this scheme over theoriginal additive self-adaptation mechanism used in evol-utionary programming [47; 48; 49], where�0i = �i � (1 + � �N (0; 1)) (12)(with a setting of � � 0:2 [49]). Recent investigations in-dicate, however, that this becomes reversed when noisy ob-jective functions are considered, where the additive mech-anism seems to outperform multiplicativemodi�cations [3].The study by Gehlhaar and Fogel also indicates that theorder of the modi�cations of xi and �i has a strong impacton the e�ectiveness of self-adaptation: It is important tomutate the standard deviations �rst and to use the mutatedstandard deviations for the modi�cation of object variables[23]. As the authors point out in that study, the reversedmechanismmight su�er fromgenerating o�spring that haveuseful object variable vectors but bad strategy parametervectors, because these have not been used to determine theposition of the o�spring itself.



To illustrate the working principle of self-adaptation,we perform a trivially simple but interesting experimentwith a (15,100)-strategy and n� = 1, comparing the log-arithmic normally distributed modi�cation according toequation (5) and the additive modi�cation according toequation (12). For this purpose, a time-varying version ofthe sphere model f(~x) = Pni=1(xi � x�i )2 is used, wherethe optimum location ~x� = (x�1; : : : ; x�n) is changed everyT = 200 generations. Ten independent experiments forn = 30 and 1000 generations per experiment are performed,and the average best objective function value and the aver-age standard deviation within the population are reported.The learning rate �0 = � = 1=p30 � 0:1826 was used inboth experiments.
Fig. 1. Best objective function value plotted over the generation for thetime-varying sphere model. The results were obtained by using a (15,100)-strategy with multiplicative (dashed line) and additive step size modi�c-ation (solid line).Figure 1 shows the behavior of the best objective func-tion value over time. The solid curve, reecting a modi�c-ation after equation (12), and the dashed curve, reectingthe modi�cation after equation (5), both illustrate the lin-ear convergence of the algorithms during the �rst searchinterval of 200 generations. After the shift of the optimumlocation at generation 200, the search stagnates for a whileon the bad new position, before the linear convergence isobserved again.Figure 2 shows the corresponding average standard devi-ations within the population, reecting the steady processof self-adaptation of standard deviations both by decreas-ing them during the periods of linear convergence and byincreasing them during the periods of stagnation, which canbe explained by the necessity of an increase of standard de-viations back to a level where they have an impact on theobjective function value. The process of standard devi-ation increase, which is observed at the beginning of eachinterval, needs some time which does not yield any pro-gress with respect to the objective function value. Thistime seems to be almost identical for the additive modi�c-ation and for the multiplicative one, such that both pro-cesses behave very similar in our experiments. More workneeds to be performed, however, to achieve any clear un-derstanding of the general advantages or disadvantages of

one self-adaptation scheme compared to the other.
Fig. 2. Average standard deviation within the population for the multi-plicative (dashed line) and additive step size modi�cation (solid line).A recent theoretical study by Beyer presents a �rst steptowards this goal [10]. In this work, the author shows thatthe self-adaptation principle works for a variety of di�erentprobability density functions for the modi�cation of stepsizes, i.e., it is an extremely robust mechanism. Moreover,he indicates that equation (12) is obtained from (5) byTaylor expansion breaking o� after the linear term, suchthat both should behave equal for small settings of thelearning rates �0 and �, when �0 = �. This prediction isperfectly con�rmed by the experiment reported here.So far, evolution strategies have been introducedconcerning the representation of individuals, the self-adaptation of strategy parameters, and the mutation op-erator. Just one additional component, the recombinationoperator, remains to be discussed. Typically, recombina-tion is incorporated into the main loop of the evolutionstrategies as the �rst operator (see algorithm 1) and gen-erates a new intermediate population of � individuals by�-fold application to the parent population, creating oneindividual per application from % (1 � % � �) individuals.Typically, % = 2 or % = � (so-called global recombination)are chosen.The recombination types for object variables andstrategy parameters are often di�erent in evolutionstrategies, and typical examples are discrete recombination(random exchanges of variables between parents, compar-able to uniform crossover in genetic algorithms) and inter-mediary recombination (arithmetic averaging). For furtherdetails on these operators, see e.g. [8].The advantages or disadvantages of recombination for aparticular objective function can hardly be assessed in ad-vance, and certainly no generally useful setting of recom-bination operators (such as the discrete recombination ofobject variables and global intermediary of strategy para-meters as we have claimed in [5], pp. 82{83) exists. Re-cently, Kursawe has impressively demonstrated that, usingan inappropriate setting of the recombination operator, the(15,100)-evolution strategy with n� = nmight even divergeon a sphere model for n = 100 [35]. While, for n = 30, reas-



onable convergence velocity is achieved for all settings ofthe recombination operator, for n = 100 only intermediaryrecombination of the object variables yields a non-divergentbehavior, and the optimal performance is achieved for acombination of this setting and global intermediary recom-bination of the strategy parameters �i. These �ndingsdemonstrate that the appropriate choice of the recombin-ation operator not only depends on the objective functiontopology, but also on the dimension of the objective func-tion and the amount of strategy parameters incorporatedinto the individuals (assuming that the population size hasto scale with the number of strategy parameters, it is cer-tainly worthwhile to test the case n� = n = 100 with alarger population than just 100 o�spring individuals).B. Evolutionary ProgrammingSince its origins in the early 1960s, the goal of evolution-ary programming is to achieve intelligent behavior throughsimulated evolution [18; 19]. D. Fogel de�nes intelligenceas the capability of a system to adapt its behavior to meetits goals in a range of environments, clarifying how simu-lated evolution can be used as a basis to achieve this [16].While the original form of evolutionary programming wasproposed to operate on �nite state machines and the cor-responding discrete representations, most of the presentvariants of evolutionary programming are utilized for con-tinuous parameter optimization problems.
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0/bFig. 3. Example of a �nite state machine with three states.Figure 3 presents a simple example for a �nite state ma-chine with three di�erent states S = fA;B;Cg, input al-phabet I = f0; 1g, and output alphabet O = fa; b; cg. Anedge between two states indicates a state transition, andthe transition function � : S � I ! S � O is speci�ed byedge labels of the form i=o between states si; sj , meaningthat �((si; i)) = (sj ; o), i.e., if the machine is in state siand receives input i 2 I, the machine attains state sj andproduces an output symbol o 2 O. Initially, the �nite statemachine is in a certain start state s0 2 S (s0 = A in theexample presented in �gure 3). By this mechanism, the�nite state machine transforms a stream of input symbols(which is interpreted as the environment of the machine)into a stream of output symbols. The performance of a�nite state machine with respect to its environment mightthen be measured on the basis of the machine's prediction

capability, i.e., by comparing each output symbol with thenext input symbol and measuring the worth of a predictionby some payo� function.The evolutionary programming paradigm as implemen-ted by Fogel worked with a population of � > 1 parent indi-viduals which generated � o�spring by mutating each par-ent [17]. Mutation was implemented as a random changeof the description of the �nite state machines according to�ve di�erent modi�cations: Change of an output symbol,change of a state transition, addition of a state, deletion ofa state, or change of the initial state. The mutations weretypically performed with uniformprobability, and the num-ber of mutations for a single o�spring was either �xed oralso chosen according to a probability distribution. Afterevaluating the o�spring individuals, a selection of the �best out of parents and o�spring, i.e., a (� + �)-selection,was performed.The general principle of a mutation-selection algorithmlike this, using no recombination at all, received consider-able criticism from researchers working in the �eld of ge-netic algorithms (see e.g. [24], p. 106, who concludes thatthis is an insu�ciently powerful method). It is clear from avariety of recent empirical and theoretical results, however,that the role of mutation in genetic algorithms has been un-derestimated for about 30 years (e.g. [4; 14; 39]), while theimportance of recombination has been overestimated [13].Current variants of evolutionary programming for con-tinuous parameter optimization problems have much incommon with evolution strategies, especially concerningthe representation of individuals, the mutation operator,and the self-adaptation of strategy parameters (see sectionII.A), which was independently redeveloped by D. Fogel inhis PhD thesis [15]. As pointed out in section II.A, theadditive modi�cation of standard deviations as originallyproposed by Fogel is presently often substituted by the mul-tiplicative, logarithmic normally distributed modi�cation.A minor di�erence between evolutionary programmingand evolution strategies consists in the choice of a prob-abilistic variant of (� + �)-selection in evolutionary pro-gramming, where each solution out of o�spring and parentindividuals is evaluated against q > 1 (typically, q = 10)other randomly chosen solutions from the union of parentand o�spring individuals. For each comparison, a \win" isassigned if an individual's score is better or equal to thatof its opponent, and the � individuals with the greatestnumber of wins are retained to be parents of the next gen-eration. As shown in [5] (pp. 96{99), this selection methodis a probabilistic version of (�+�)-selection which becomesmore and more deterministic as the number q of competit-ors is increased. It is still an open question in evolutionaryalgorithm research whether a probabilistic selection schemeis preferable over a deterministic one.III. GAs for discrete problemsCanonical genetic algorithms as originally de�ned byHolland use a binary representation of individuals as �xedlength strings over the alphabet f0; 1g, such that they aretypically used to handle pseudoboolean optimization prob-



lems of the form f : f0; 1g` ! IR : (13)Sticking to the binary representation, genetic algorithmsoften enforce the utilization of encoding and decoding func-tions h :M ! f0; 1g` and h�1 : f0; 1g` !M that facilitateto map solutions ~x 2 M to binary strings h(~x) 2 f0; 1g`and vice versa, which sometimes requires rather complexmappings h and h�1. In case of continuous parameter op-timization problems, for instance, genetic algorithms typ-ically encode a real-valued vector ~x 2 IRn by dividing abinary string ~y 2 f0; 1g` into n segments of equal length,decoding each segment to yield the corresponding integervalue, and mapping the integer value linearly to an interval[ui; vi] � IR of real values [24].The strong preference for using binary representationsof solutions in genetic algorithms is typically derived fromthe schema theory of genetic algorithm, which tries to ana-lyze GAs in terms of their expected schema sampling be-havior. The term schema denotes a similarity templatethat represents a subset of f0; 1g`, and the schema the-orem of genetic algorithms claims that the canonical ge-netic algorithm provides a near-optimal sampling strategyfor schemata by exponentially increasing the number ofwell performing, short (i.e., with small distance betweenthe leftmost and rightmost de�ned position) and low-order(i.e., with few speci�ed bits) schemata (so-called buildingblocks) over subsequent generations (see [24] for a moredetailed introduction to the schema theorem). The funda-mental argument to justify the strong emphasis on binaryalphabets is derived from the schema processing point ofview by the fact that the number of schemata is maximizedfor a given �nite number of search points, if a binary alpha-bet is used (see [24], pp. 40{41). Consequently, the schematheory presently seems to favor binary representations ofsolutions.Practical experience as well as some theoretical hintsregarding the binary encoding of continuous object vari-ables [4; 61], however, indicate strongly that the binaryrepresentation has some serious disadvantages because itmight introduce an additional multimodality into the ob-jective function, thus making the combined objective func-tion f = f 0 � h�1 (where f 0 :M ! IR) more complex thanthe original problem f 0 was. In fact, the schema theory ofgenetic algorithms relies on approximations which assumein�nite populations (see [27], pp. 78{83) and the optimiz-ation criterion to minimize the overall expected loss (cor-responding to the sum of all �tness values of all individualsever sampled during the evolution) rather than the moreappropriate criterion to minimize the best �tness value everfound, such that, from a point of view that emphasizes theoptimization capabilities of an algorithm, schema theoryturns out to be not helpful.The variation operators of canonical genetic algorithms,mutation and recombination, are typically applied witha strong emphasis on recombination. The standard al-gorithm performs a so-called one-point crossover, wheretwo individuals are chosen randomly from the population,

a position in the bitstrings is randomly determined as thecrossover point, and an o�spring is generated by concat-enating the left substring of one parent and the right sub-string of the other parent. Numerous extensions of thisoperator, such as increasing the number of crossover points[12], uniform crossover (each bit is chosen randomly fromthe corresponding parental bits) [58], and others have beenproposed, but similar to evolution strategies no generallyuseful recipe for the choice of a recombination operatorcan be given and the theoretical analysis of recombinationis still to a large extent an open problem. Unlike evolu-tion strategies, the recombination operator in genetic al-gorithms is typically applied with a certain probability pc,and commonly proposed settings of the crossover probab-ility are pc = 0:6 [29] and pc 2 [0:75; 0:95] [50].Mutation in genetic algorithms was introduced as a ded-icated \background operator" of small importance (see[27], pp. 109{111). Mutation works by inverting bits withvery small probability such as pm = 0:001 [29], pm 2[0:005; 0:01] [50], or pm = 1=` [39]. Recent studies haveimpressively clari�ed, however, that much larger mutationrates, decreasing over the course of evolution, are oftenhelpful with respect to the convergence reliability and ve-locity of a genetic algorithm, and that even self-adaptivemutation rates are e�ective for pseudoboolean problems [4;7; 62].Selection is typically a probabilistic operator, using therelative �tness p(~ai) = f(~ai)=P�j=1 f(~aj) to determine theselection probability of an individual~ai (proportional selec-tion). This method requires positive �tness values and amaximization task, such that often scaling functions areutilized to transform the �tness values accordingly (seee.g. [24], pp. 124).IV. Other Evolutionary Algorithm VariantsDepending on the representational requirements of theproblem domains M that were to be handled, a variety ofvariants of evolutionary algorithms have been proposed andare under constant further development. Due to space re-strictions, it is only possible here to mention some of these,namely order-based genetic algorithms, real-coded geneticalgorithms, classi�er systems, and genetic programming ,to give a brief statement of their domain of application,and to refer to the basic literature where a more detailedintroduction can be found (see also [38] for an excellentoverview).A. Order-Based Genetic AlgorithmsFor searching the space of permutations � : f1; : : : ; ng !f1; : : : ; ng, a binary representation as used in canonicalGAs is not well suited, because it is di�cult to map bin-ary strings to a permutation of integer values and preservepermutations under mutation and crossover (but it can bedone, see [9]). Order-based GAs work directly on the per-mutation, applying specialized recombination (such as or-der crossover or partially matched crossover) and mutationoperators (such as random exchanges of two elements of thepermutation) which preserve permutations (see e.g. [24],



pp. 166{179 for an overview).B. Real-Coded Genetic AlgorithmsEvolutionary algorithms that use a oating-point repres-entation for search spaces M � IRn have sometimes beencalled real-coded GAs [25]. Somewhere between evolutionstrategies and genetic algorithms, real-coded GAs typicallydo not use techniques of self-adaptation, but might utilizetime-decreasing step sizes [38] or change operator probab-ilities based on their observed performance [11].C. Classi�er SystemsClassi�er Systems use an evolutionary algorithm tosearch the space of production rules (often encoded bystrings over a ternary alphabet) of a learning system cap-able of induction and generalization [28] (see also [24],chapter 6). Typically, the Michigan approach and the Pitt-sburgh approach are distinguished according to whether anindividual corresponds with a rule of the rule-based system(Michigan approach), or with a complete rule base (Pitts-burgh approach).D. Genetic ProgrammingGenetic programming transfers the paradigm of evolu-tionary search to the space of computer programs in a lan-guage suitable to modi�cation by operators such as muta-tion and recombination. The dominant approach to ge-netic programming uses (a subset of) LISP programs asthe search space [33], but other programming languagesincluding machine code are also used (see e.g. [31]).V. ConclusionsIn the preceding section, we have presented a fairly briefoverview of current algorithmic instantiations of the gen-eral idea to simulate processes of natural evolution on acomputer in order to solve search and optimization prob-lems in a variety of application �elds. The large successof various di�erent realizations of evolutionary algorithmsindicates that the underlying principles are extremely gen-eral and robust, allowing the search within arbitrary searchspaces such as nucleotide base sequences, binary sequences,real-vealued vectors, permutations, and others. Even thesimultaneous search within the space of object variablesand strategy parameters is possible by means of evolution-ary processes, and again the corresponding principle of self-adaptation turns out to be very robust with respect to theprobability density function chosen for mutation.From these robustness observations, it is straightforwardto ask for the general underlying principles that make evol-utionary algorithms work so well on many problems, andto try to derive the corresponding design principles forvariation operators of an evolutionary algorithm. Con-cerning natural evolution, the neo-Darwinian paradigm as-serts that the basic processes of evolution are reproduction,mutation, competition, and selection. Mutation is guaran-teed in any reproducing system in a positively entropicenvironment, and competition and selection are just the

consequences of a population expanding in a �nite envir-onment (see e.g. [37], or [16], chapter 2).Concerning mutation, it is also observed in nature thatsmall changes of the phenotypes of individuals (i.e., theirbehavior and physical embodiment) are more likely to oc-cur than large changes | a property which characterizesmutation (a process that occurs on the level of genotypes,i.e., the genetic information of organisms) by means of itsimpact on the �tness of an individual. Consequently, therequirement of strong causality for �tness functions as for-mulated by Rechenberg ([43], pp. 126{130), which statesthat small changes of the object variables should causesmall changes of the objective function value, reects thisprinciple of natural evolution. It gives a good argument forthe utilization of normally distributed variations with ex-pectation zero in evolution strategies and evolutionary pro-gramming. On the contrary, the mutation operator used ingenetic algorithms for continuous parameter optimizationdoes not follow this principle, because even a slight modi�c-ation of the binary string might cause a large modi�cationof the corresponding decoded object variable.Concerning selection, its dominant property consists infavoring those species for survival and further evolutionthat are best adapted to their environment | a propertywhich is certainly well modeled in most evolutionary al-gorithms. Others than this directed variant of selection,such as stabilizing selection (where individuals of mediumvalue of a certain biological trait are preferred) or disrupt-ive selection (where the individuals covering the extremevalues of a biological trait are preferred) are also found innature (e.g. [22], pp. 174{175), but such schemes have notbeen transferred to evolutionary algorithms so far.From a theoretical point of view, it is an important goalto formulate general design principles for evolutionary al-gorithms and their variation operators, in order to allow fora more systematic development of such algorithms. An at-tempt to formulate such principles is presented by Radcli�eand Surry, who generalize the de�nition of schemata frombinary strings to arbitrary search spaces by introducingso-called formae [40]. They then introduce representation-independent recombination operators, which have featuresclaimed to be helpful for evolutionary search. The basicproperties introduced are respect (every child contains allthe alleles commonto its parents), transmission (each allelein every child is present in at least one of its parents), andassortment (it is possible for the operator to produce anysolution that contains only alleles present in the parents).Concerning mutations, they also emphasize on the prop-erty of smaller mutations being preferred over larger ones.These basic properties of variation operators can be usedto classify the existing operators for di�erent representa-tions, and to identify those operators which should be bestsuited for a given search space. While the results reportedin [40] are focused on the traveling salesman problem, itis certainly an interesting approach that might be a �rststep towards a general, representation-independent theoryof evolutionary algorithms.Looking back at the natural model, one has to emphas-



ize clearly that we are far from using all potentially help-ful features of evolution within evolutionary algorithms.Comparing natural evolution and the algorithms discussedhere, we immediately identify a list of important di�er-ences, which all might be exploited to obtain more power-ful search algorithms and a better understanding of naturalevolution:� Natural evolution works under dynamically changingenvironmental conditions, with instationary optimaand even changing optimization criteria, and the in-dividuals themselves are also changing the structureof the adaptive landscape during adaptation [51]. Inevolutionary algorithms, environmental conditions areoften static, but non-elitist variants are able to dealwith changing environments. It is certainly worth-while, however, to consider a more exible life spanconcept for individuals in evolutionary algorithmsthan just the extremes of a maximum life span of onegeneration (as in a (�; �)-strategy) and of an unlim-ited life span (as in an elitist strategy), by introducingan aging parameter [57].� The long-term goal of evolution consists in the main-tainance of evolvability of a population, guaranteedby mutation and a perservation of diversity within thepopulation (the termmeliorization describes this moreappropriately than optimization or adaptation do). Incontrast, evolutionary algorithms often aim at �ndinga precise solution and converging to this solution.� In natural evolution, many criteria need to be met atthe same time, while most evolutionary algorithms aredesigned for single �tness criteria (see [20] for an over-view of the existing attempts to apply evolutionaryalgorithms to multiobjective optimization). The con-cepts of diploidy or polyploidy , combined with domin-ance and recessivity [34] as well as the idea of introdu-cing two sexes with di�erent selection criteria mightbe helpful for such problems.� Natural evolution neither assumes global knowledge(about all �tness values of all individuals) nor a gener-ational synchronization, while many evolutionary al-gorithms still identify an interation of the algorithmwith one complete generation update. Fine-grainedasynchronously parallel variants of evolutionary al-gorithms, introducing local neighborhoods for recom-bination and selection and a time-space organizationlike in cellular automata [46] represent an attempt toovercome these restrictions.� Though a \recombination" operator is often used inevolutionary algorithms, no implementations have sofar realized a real distinction of two di�erent kinds ofsexes | which might be helpful for meeting di�erentcriteria as well as di�erent constraints.� The genotype-phenotype mapping in nature, realizedby the genetic code as well as the epigenetic apparatus,has evolved over time, while the mapping is usually�xed in evolutionary algorithms. An evolutionary self-adaptation of the genotype-phenotype mapping mightbe a powerful way to make the search more exible,

starting with a coarse-grained, volume-oriented searchand focusing on promising regions of the search spaceas the evolution proceeds.� Other topics, such as multi-cellularity and ontogenyof individuals, up to the development of their ownbrains (individual learning, such as accounted forby the Baldwin e�ect in evolution [2]), are usu-ally not modeled in evolutionary algorithms. Theself-adaptation of strategy parameters is just a �rststep into this direction, realizing the idea that eachindividual might have its own internal strategy todeal with its environment. This strategy might bemore complex than the simple mutation parameterspresently taken into account by evolution strategiesand evolutionary programming.Though evolutionary techniques provide a robust andwidely applicable technique for problem solving, there is noinevitable necessity to use them: For special tasks, depend-ing on the knowledge about the problem, it is often possibleto develop a tailored solution technique for the actual prob-lem | at the cost of a certain development time. Thereis always a certain \rest of problems," however, where nospeci�c method is available, and this is the domain of evol-utionary algorithms.On the other hand, as evolutionary phenomena exist allaround of us, it would be nice to understand evolution a bitbetter than we currently do. Consequently, we need modelsof evolutionary processes, and evolutionary algorithms area �rst approximation to such models.Therefore, we claim that both aspects of evolutionaryalgorithms | the problem solving aspect and the aspectof modeling natural evolution | are important and shouldbe considered worthwhile for further research, leading tomore powerful, better characterized search algorithms anda better understading of evolution (and �nally ourselves).AcknowledgementThe �rst author gratefully acknowledges �nancial sup-port by the project Evoalg, grant 01 IB 403 A from theGerman BMBF ministry.References[1] J. T. Alander. An indexed bibliography of geneticalgorithms: Years 1957{1993. Art of CAD Ltd, Espoo,Finland, 1994.[2] R. W. Anderson. Genetic mechanisms underlying thebaldwin e�ect are evident in natural antibodies. InJ. R. McDonnell, R. G. Reynolds, and D. B. Fogel, ed-itors, Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Conference onEvolutionary Programming, pages 547{564. The MITPress, Cambridge, MA, 1995.[3] P. J. Angeline. The e�ects of noise on self-adaptiveevolutionary optimization. In L. J. Fogel, P. J.Angeline, and T. B�ack, editors, Proceedings of theFifth Annual Conference on Evolutionary Program-ming. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1996.[4] Th. B�ack. Optimal mutation rates in genetic search.In S. Forrest, editor, Proceedings of the Fifth Interna-
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